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No.

Question

1. Which is the estimated value
for:
Contract
-„Works
Regarding Public Lightning
System for Higher Energy
Efficiency” Ems code RORS36- the execution part for which
the tender is organised.

2. Please let us know what the
form 4.6.8 is referring to.
Which are the legal obligations
of the bidder regarding this
supervisor?

3. Which is the validity of tender
guarantee?

Answers
According to „Procurement And Grants for European
Union external actions - A Practical Guide” the selected
procedure is: local open tender local for contracts of at least
EUR 300 000 and under EUR 5 000 000.
Also, care must be taken to design projects to allow for
maximum value of the contract. This is to avoid splitting
programmes unnecessarily into a series of small contracts
while ensuring maximum coordination between related
activities and simplifying programme administration.
Please find form 4.6.8. in Volume 1 Instructions to tenderer,
file d4k_techofferform_4.6_en.
Regarding administrative rules, in a works contract, the
supervisor has the power to issue an administrative order to
change any part of the works if necessary for the proper
completion and/or functioning of the works.
The successful tenderer must support the expenses
generated by the accommodation for the supervisor.
According to national legislation (Hotărârea nr. 300/2006
privind cerințele minime de securitate și sănătate pentru
șantierele temporare sau mobile) in particular cases, the
supervisor/workers need special accommodation conditions
when their safety, health, or the distance from the site
require.
The tender guarantee must remain valid for 45 days beyond
the period of validity of the tender, including any
extensions, and be issued to the Contracting Authority for
the requisite amount.
The tender guarantees of unsuccessful tenderers will be
returned together with the information letter that the
tenderer has been unsuccessful.
The tender guarantee of the successful tenderer must be
released when the tenderer has signed the contract and
provided the requisite performance guarantee.

